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NEW MEXICO LOBO
The statement concludes
''that «udy Feldman and other
coaches like him are so
se If-centered with a football
game that they forgot about
black people's human rights
and
dignities,"
"We would like to
emphasize that there is no

difference between the Black
Black's Statement
Student Union and black
(continued from page 1)
athletes. Black students' main
expres$ing · freedom of speech
goal in coming to a University
against a racist university,
is
to obtain an education and
BYU," the statement says.
·
some
black students have to go
The group which issued the
!;hru athletics to obtain this
statement also disputed
goal. But we are all proud
Feldman's charge that the
black students."
demonstrations in "no way
assisted us to play well," and
that they "contributed to a
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
lack of poise among our
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Duilding. Room
players who made needless
mum ($1.40) per time run, If ad is to
169, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
mistakes and had continuous
no
changes
the
rate
is
reduced
to
6c
Classified Advertising
penalties."
per word nnd the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Dox 20
words to 10.
The statement asks, "Why,"
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
if Feldman's charge is true,
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.
"did Wyoming lose." It also
says "all of the touchdowns 1)
meut rackets strung with gut. Call daily
PERSONALS
after 9 p,m. or all day weekends. 265were made by black athletes."
-----:---:---:----:---:----:-::---:-::-:-:
6548.
APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage

I

MoviQg Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255-6364

-RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

Buck's .TV Rentals
268-4689
Color Available

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.

SENIOR-Be sure and have your class
picture taken for the Mirage. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Call 2'175743 to schedule it at your convenience.
NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidays 1 Find one with the Lobo Classified Ads.
FRATERNITIES-pay your debte to the
Mirage or your name and amount of
debt will be published soon in the Lobo.
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture taken for the Mirage..No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-6743 to
schedule,

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER
Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
CentraJ At University

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Monday, December 1
Nnvnl Fleet Missile Systems Ana]ysi~ and

VW Parts-All Accessories

RODGERS & CO. INC.
2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

SALESMAN'S SAMPLE SALES: famous
brand shirts, sweaters, wholesale prices.
3201 Montclair NE. 344-0292, 11/24

Vol. 73

Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
. . . . So When Your Through Playing
Games Call For An Appointment.

Johnson Files Charges Against Squad
Alleges Cheerleaders

255-0166
5504 Central S.E. (I Blk. East of Son Mateo)

Country Barn
Fish Dinner Special

EMPLOYMENT

Every Friday All Day

Guilty of

Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet,
deep fried to a golden brown, crisp
French fries, tangy tartar sauce and
toast.

MISCELLANEOUS

ONLY59c

TURKEY STOMP (Parade and Dance),
Monday, Nov. 24. Trilogy (Band).
Union Ballroom, UNM. 50 cente per
person. Costumes welcome. 11/24
DANCE CLASSES nt.~rting Nov. 24 at 525
Wellcslcy SE. Call 256-0141. 11/24

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

UNM TALENT

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Irresponsibility

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
Will Perform This Evening in
A Musical Variety Show To
Benefit The Heights Boys Club.
Come To Highland High Theatre, Coal & Jefferson S.E.
8:00 P.M.
Donation $1.00
(Sponsored by Albuquerque Jaycees)

Monday, November 24, 1969.

We Do Not Use Nets, Laquers, Sprays,

'rAKE OVER paymente. Assume 1 ow
monthly payments of $16.50 on new
Alderette sewing machine. Call 266-5123
from 9 to 6. 11/24

7)

200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 256-5987. 11/27
ONE LARGE drawing board with handle
and clip, $2: two small wooden cases,
$1.50 caoh; two Wilson Jack Kramer
tennis raekets-$15 nnd $10; one Wilson
aluminum frame racket, $30. All tourna-

MEXICO

The Natural Hair Grooming Concept

SOPHOMORE THROUGH GRADUATE
STUDENTS-Part-time poeition nvnilnble as a manager for on-campus advertising, market research, nnd sales promotion program. Liberal fees will provide a steady- incom€! nil year. I! interested call collect 801-399-9723. (Ogden,
Utah 84403). 11/24

FOR SALE

5250 Lamas Blvd. NE

NE\N

Phone 877-1034

THREE evenings and Saturdays. $75 a
week, Call 242-5170, 3-6 p.m. only.
11/21

FOUND: At Univ. Stedium a 1969 class
ring from DeWitt Clinton H.S. Owner
may claim by contacting Coach Hackett
at Johnson Gym.

Evaluation Group-EE, Physics CDS, MS)
Muth./Stat. ( BS, MS. PhD)
Tho Univei'Bity f Chicago Gradu~ttc
School-Sccldng graduates as possjble candidates :fot· their four Graduate Divisions
of Social ScL, Humanities, Biological Sei~nces, and Physical Sci., or School of :M:edi ..
cine.
IJ.'tlesdny, L'ecembcr 2
United States Civil t-,ervice Commi~sion
Ail majors an~ degree levels-This Is Not
A Recruiting Sehroule-No Si~;n-ups Necessary-It Is An Opportunity To Have Questions Answered Concerning Any Phase Of
Government (Feder a I) EmploymentWhere And How To Obtain .Jobs Etc.

!June Buggy Bodies

TAKE OVER payments: 100 watt "circle
of sound" stereo/radio, AWFM stereo
with Garrard turn table and component
air suspension speakers. $18.00 monthly.
Call 265-6123 from 9 to 5. 11/24
1969 650 BSA, FIREBIRD SCRAMBLER.
Perfect, much chrome. 255-8302 evenings, 11/24
•

6)

WILL TYPE. Call 299-9157 aCter 6 :30
weekdays; all day weekends. ll/24

5)

Recruiters representing the following
compn.nies or agencies will visit the Center
to interview candidates for positions:

1968 OLDS V-8, two door, excellent condition, stereo, $2350. Call 277-5960. 11/24
TR-3 1962-radio, heater. new interjor·,
new transmission. $715. Dnys-299 ..9923,
evenings-282-3138. 12/1
WASHER-GE, V -12, Filterflo, tcp loader, $60. Chest of drawers, $15. 4x5
Omega D2V with IGO mm Componon,
$250. Frank 256-2453. 11/21

IRONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery. Bagworm and Washerwoman Ltd.
247-8737. ll/21
WILL SIT your small child and park your
car. 1626 Roma NE. 11/21

4201 Centtal N.E. 265-7410
·5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

Recruiting U

GIBSON LES PAUL guitar-$400, Twin
reverb. amp, and external speaker-$550.
296-7897. 11/26

LOST: REWARD-prescription sunglasses,
round, tortoise frames, 277.. 3860 nfter
11:00 p.m. 11/24

3)

llllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

1956 MERCURY, blue/white, excellent con•
dition, good transportation. $226.00, 2680962, 11/26

WANTED: dates for 5Lh Dimension for
penniless females. Call 277-2264 or 2774788. 11/26

2)

Friday, November 21, 1969

There

comes
a tirne
•
tn

A complaint alleging misconduct,
irresponsibility, and confusion will be
lodged against the University cheerleaders
and Rally Committee today by Sam
Johnson.
Bill Pickens will act as legal counsel
for Johnson.
Johnson was a cheerleader until early
this semester. The cheerleading squad
said Johnson had not fulfilled the duties
of a cheerleader, and voted him off the
squad.
Pickens said Johnson will request that
the cheerleading squad be dissolved and
their constitution reorganized, but is not
asking the Student Court to reinstate
him. Pickens said Johnson feels' getting
back on the squad "will help no one."
"Sincere in Convictions"
The plaintiff's brief, which presents
Johnson's requests and allegations, said,
"Johnson is sincere in his conviction that
the current situation is abominable, and
that the future cheerleader's system with or without his presence - should
be concrete, fair, cooperative, and
adequately funded."
Arguments for Johnson, as put forth
in the brief, said the cheerleaders'
constitution is vague and violates
ASUNM law No. 59 (which created the
cheerleaders), and that Johnson was not
fully aware of his duties as a
cheerleader.
"The current constitution of the
cheerleaders is vague, and allows arbitrary
actions which promote disunity and
undermines the squad's attempts to
create unity for the students' expression
of enthusiasm at athletic events," read
the brief.
"Inadequate" Divisio11
The brief also said the designation of
a captain and yell leader, in the
cheerleaders' constitution, is "inadequate,
and such a division of authority will
cause confusion.''
Pickens said the cheerleaders'
constitution violates the ASUNM law
setting up the cheerleaders because two
more alternates are provided for under
the squad's constitution than is allowed
under the ASUNM constitution.
The brief also said the cheerleaders'

every
girl's
life ...
·"MaTtes

"'Ca!llerine Spaalc

Huylt llefrter's

is Ct1.rl01ts Grl!ert,

l'la1JbOIJ J>entl!owm
loolc lilw a

with envy ••• and

deGides to become

a one-woman
](fnsoy

"'".~

Call For Show Times

J,i

'I

Students
$1.50

,

I

spe~ialMi dni ght Show
Friday & Saturday
iiSLAVE Gl RLS II

Sorry but admission
rest cted to n

I
I
I

DON'T MISS IT
THIS TIME!
ASUNM Film
Committee
Saturday. Nov. 22
7 & 10 p.m.
Sunday,November23
6 & 9 p.m.
SOc with ID

BC.V llUI'tlC)/."

1tlt1'8(WIJ 8C1100l I ..

4(

-ABC· TV

<:tt i
IIAULEY MF:'I'ZGER

r-1"-TH_E_I.!•. BE~R-T-IN_E_']
lilArrlfiJC

Catherine Spook ond Jeon-I.oui~ TrlnJlgnnnt
EASlMANCOLOR
~
••~
••~O~N.~U~HD~E~Ot~T~NO~T~A~DM~IT~TE~D

7:30 9: IS
DON
PANCHO'S
2108
CENTRAL
S.E./247-4414

------·

ADay At The ·Races
Sfarring
ASUNM Film
Committee

The

~arx

Brothers

Tonight, 7 & 10 p.m.
. SOc with 10

Communications Workers of America (CWA)
has requested recognition from the University
Physical Plant as the "exclusive bargaining
agent" for Physical Plant custodians in collectjve
bargaining matters, a CWA representative
announced yesterday.
In a letter sent to Myron Fifield, director of
the UNM Physical Plant, CWA representative
Jerome A. Bailey said, "A majority of the
custodians in the Physical Plant Department at
UNM have designated the CWA for purposes of
collective bargaining. We therefore request
recognition of the CWA as exclusive bargaining
agents for these employees."
Requests Acknowledgement
Bailey's letter further stated, "We suggest
that as · soon as possible you meet and bargain
with us concerning an agreement for recognition
and wages, hours, and working .. conc;Jitions of
these employees. We would apprectate your
acknowledgement at your earliest convenience."
At a meeting of Physical Pla.nt workers
yesterday in Old Town, Bailey said
"approximately 75 percent" of the Physical
Plant custodians had signed catdll designating
CWA as their collective bargaining agent.
Bailey' said he expected an answer from
Fifield in ·a week to ten days. Bailey said he
expected the request for recognition to be
refused because New Mexico does not have a
Jaw which allows public employees to bargain
collectively.

Federal Law
Bailey said state public employees are not
covered by a federal law which allows a union
to act as a collective bargaining agent for
workers providing the union represents a
majority of the workers concerned.
"Public employees are covered by a state law
in many sLates, but New Mexico does not have
a public employees bill," Bailey said.
. "Since it is unlikely that the Physical Plant
will recognize our request.to act as an exclusive
bargaining agent, the CWA will continue to put
time artd money into a New Mexico Labor
Relations Act," Bailey said.
Bailey said the CWA would continue to push
the New Mexico Labor Relations Act until it
was passed by the legislature.
1000 Signatures ·
Bailey said about 1000 public employees in
the Albuquerque area had signed CWA cards.
"If we got a public employees bOt tomorrow,
we could have six collective bargaining units for
public employees going at once," Bailey said.
Bailey said some public employers have
contended that since there is no ·public
employees law, collective bargaining by public
employees is illegal.
A recent attorney general's opinioh, Bailey
said, contends that collective bargaining among
public employees is possible providing the
bargaining agent is repr.esehtative of the
majority of workers involved.

constitution does not contain criteria for
dismissal of squad members and there is
no standard of conduct for the squad.
''No Pl"ocedural Safeguards"
The constitution "includes no.
procedural safeguards for a member
accused of an offense, such as right of
hearing specific charges against him, or
even the right to face his accusers," said
the brief.
The plaintiff's brief also said Johnson
was admitted to the squad illegally, and
that "it is poor and unreasonable policy
for a group organized by the Associated
Students to periodically suspend their
own rules, and operate in a disorganized
manner... "
"The plaintiff feels the results of
these infractions and many others have
resulted in a cheerleading squad which is
not fulfilling its purpose of evoking the
most spirit possible from students and
fans at athletic events," said the brief.
Requests for Action
In requests for action, Johnson asked
that Student Court request a reply from
the cheerleaders and Rally Committee
concerning the charges, within ten days.
The brief also said that because injury
was done to Johnson which "casts
doubt" on the ability of the cheerleaders
to ''act as an organization of the
Associated Students," the court should
take the following action:
--!fa "find it necessary to remedy
plaintiff's injury and prevent further
abridgement of ASUNM law and
standards of conduct... " by dissolving the
cheerleaders and abrogation of their
constitution.
-To order Rally Committee "or some
other investigation board to conduct
hearings as the causes of plaintiff's
injuries and other misfeasance of the
cheerleaders ... "
-That the board make
recommendations of correction, and,
-That the investigating board make
up " ... a report generated by this board
establishing a constitution with
appropriate rules and regulations which
will re-establish the cheerleaders upon
approval by the Student Court and
ASUNM Senate."

CWA Requests
Recogn,·t,·on As
Physical Plant
Bargaining Agent

I
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The New Mexico lobo is published
dally every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
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by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 871 06. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year,
The opinions expreJS&d on the editorial
pages of Tho Lobo are those of tho
author
Unsigned
that
of the solely.
editorial
board opinion
of The is Lobo,
Nothing necessarily representt the view•
of the Associated Student. or of the Univer•itt• of New Mexico.

MICK
By DAVID McCOR ·
0 n March 1 5, 1 9 6 8, Captain Ernest. Medina,
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
Commander of CI'arll'e
Company, 1st Battahon, 20th
.~
Vol. 73, No. 50
Monday, November 24, 1969
Infantry, 11th Brigade, American Division, . read a
combat order to his company. The <;>rder descnbed the
village of Son My, the target, as heavily ~ed and held
by Viet Cong, and said that the North V1et Anny was
believed to be in underground tunnels. The order read
to destroy the village and evet'Ythin,~ in it. Son ~y 'Yas
at that time in an "American zone, so no coordmat10n
with the Saigon regime was necessary to the action. The
Communications Workers of America's
Supreme Court decision in favor of the village had never been entered by American troops.
On March 16, 1968, a heavy artille1'Y barrage
(IJW A) request for recognition as a
International Brotherhood of Electrical
bargaining agent ·for UNM's Physical
Workers in Farmington. The decision, awakened the villagers around 6 a.m. It lasted for about
Plant custodians is an important first
Bailey says, did not indicate that an hour. Then members of Charlie Company's 1st
Platoon, led by 1st Lt. William Laws Calley Jr., entered
step towards acquiring collective
bargaining collectively was illegal.
bargaining rights for state employees.
It would seem that the lack of a law the village. According to a member of the platoon,
dealing with the collective bargaining Sergeant Charles A. West, "There. w~~ sniper _fire as we
The right of state employees to
rights of public employees would not came in and we came in shootmg. Accordmg to Do
bargain collectively has been a point of
imply prohibition. There is clearly, Hoai and a number of the other 131 survivors, the
confusion. Some state employers - the
however, a need for a clarification of platoon met no opposition.
Albuquerque Public Schools · (APS) for
The troops ordered the villagers out of their houses,
the status of state employees - the New
one, have contended that since there is
and
gathered them in three places near the three
Mexico Labor Relations Act which CWA
no public employees bill in New Mexico,
claims to be pushing could be the clusters of houses. The brick houses were dynamited
collective bargaining is illegal.
and the wooden ones burned.
answer.
Then the villagers were gunned down where they
CW A representative Jerome Bailey
Since there is not a clear declaration
says, however, that state employers are
of illegality, we urge a prompt and stood. Do Hoai said 132 survived out of a known
not prohibited from bargaining
affirmative response from the University population of 699, leaving 567 dead. Local officials said
at least 450 had died.
collectively. He cites a recent attorney
Physical Plant to CWA 's request for that
The
whole incident lasted about 15 minutes.
general's
opinion
and
a
1965
State
recognition as a bargaining agent.
..
The Provincial Governor, Col. Khien, was notified of
the deaths within a week, but at first assumed that
The Other Silent Majority
they had been the result of the artillery barrag~. ~ater,
when the NLF distributed a leaflet about the mctdent,
full silence was observed to avoid providing support for
"enemy propaganda." When he realized the seriousness
of the incident, three months later, Son My was
inaccessible and he could do no more than interview
abut 30 s~rvivors - who gave him accounts identical to
that of Do Hoai.
The 11th "Light Infantry Brigade investigated the case
,~~1(~ right after it happen«i - the report was forwarded to
America! Division headquarters on April 24, 1968 - and
there it rested. Army general counsel Robert Jordan
said, "No action was taken because it was felt none
was warranted."
Once the area again became accessible, twelve
thousand Vietnamese were evacuated. An "elaborate
'
interrogation and screening procedure" yielded about a
hundred active Viet Cong suspects. But while this was
taking place, ex-GI Ronald Ridenhour was hearing
accounts of the massacre. After he had been told that
he would be backed up by a member of the unit, he
wrote a letter to the White House, Secretary Laird, and
20 Congressmen. The Pentagon started its investigation
~(~
I ~,..IL.Vol'f{d in April of 1969, through the Army Inspector General's
CPS
office. In midsummer, the investigation was transferred
to the Criminal lnvestigaion Division.
On September 5, 1969, Lieutenant Calley, 26, of
Miami, was charged with murder. His attorney, George
Latimer, said that "half a dozen others may be
involved." When pressed, he acknowledged only that he
Subversion, Biology Politics and Religion
i was referring to Calley's superiors.
On October 28, Staff Sergeant David Mitchell, 29,
Bema. is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.
i leader of the 1st squad, 1st platoon, was charged with
.. By JAMES S. FINDLEY
production, opted for war and be somewhat alleviated by an multiple murder.
In 1632 Galiieo Galilei stood supported the church in its understanding of the
The Army has announced that 24 additional members
before the Holy Office of the injunction against birth control. relationship between these two
of
Charlie Company are under investigation, but is not
Inquisition charged with
In a like spirit of openness philosophies and social systems releasing their names.
teaching and supporting the to new ideas, business and in mammals .which shift
heretical Copernican view • that political leaders approved and depending upon the degree of
Ronald Ridenhour says, "The important thing is there
the sun, not the earth, is the embellished the Darwinian population density, has are a lot of bigger fish in this kettle and they aren't
center of the solar system. In notion of survival of the seemingly not penetrated into being caught."
this he had brought his fittest, interpreting it as political science territory,
Some of the victims were younger than my baby
knowledge of physics and Nature's, possibly God's though it is not because
mathematias to bear on what mandate for a ruthless era of biologists have not been saying sister She is six. Probably most of them were
the Church considered a ec·onomic exploitation. When it, Little wonder that in their wearing what the New York Times calls "the dress of
religio!ls issue. So dangerous some later biologists timidly
black pajamas and flat conic
biologists have hl't?n Vietnamese peasants" was Lhis activHy considered Guggostcd that fitness and frustration
talking
lately
of
subverting
hat.
This
is
the
garb
usually called "Viet Cong
that, although he recanted, was survival in animals did not society, that is, in following
uniform."
confined to his villa, and necessarily take place at the
became blind, he was hounded expense of others, and that the dictates of their science
Heaven only knows why this incident came to light.
in some cases indicate
by the Inquisition until his populations, not individuals, which
I
am
sure that many Americans will want it swept
that for the good of mankind
death ten years later,
were often the effective units various aspects of the
Charles Darwin's 1858 tour ir, evolution, with the established political or religious under the rug so they won't have to look at it. It is
the kind of thing that makes me ashamed of my
de force at one stroke annexed implication that welfare of the
for the forces of reason all population rather than order must be altered.
In the· same book, in country - for it reflects a policy too similar to that of
.. that mysterious territory individual success might be the
Hitler toward the Jews. "Charlie" is my brother - even
wherein the secrets of human critical matter, their words speaking of the subversive if he hates me. Perhaps he should.
nature
of
ecology,
the
or1g1n lay guarded by the were somehow not heard.
distinguished ecologist Paul
But America is not to blame - Americans are. As a
gargoyles and griffins of
In more recent times Sears asks " ... if taken setiously
people,
we have failed to accept responsibility for our
superstition. On that occasion platoons of. biolouists armed
resistance was . also formidable, with a considerable panoply of as an instrument for the behavior as a nation. As Christians, we are abominable
but unlike Galileo, Darwin Was information on the nature of long-run welfare of mankind, failures. "Render unto Caesar" does not give us liberty
allowed to retire in relative aggression, territoriality, war, would it (ecology) endanger the
assumptions and practices to unleash this kind of hell on the world. And by
peace . to Kent.
'
·
and the behavioral and cultural
a¢.cepted by modern blindly accepting the myths and outright lies. that
Politicians have not been so consequences of environmental
societies
... ?"
jealous of their holdings, • and crowd.ing and fouling, have
underlie our national policy, we have lost the· rigqt to
·
But
who
else
is qualified to
indeed Welcomed the incursiOns, attempted to comment in the
call ourselves democratic - self.:government implies
in 1798, of Malthus, who political area., but have teach the lessons of life to responsible participation.
pointed out that if limitation. generally been mustered into Man? If priests and politicians
Calley and his' men may be made scapegoats - but
of births did not keep the stockades with other impudent persist · in threatening mankind
human population within and effete snobs for their by dabbling in life without the responsibility does not stop there. His superiors may
biological knowledge, they must
bounds war would have to be trouble.
expect to hear the voices of never even be accused - but the responsibility does not
employed. The politicos of the.
The notion that· the
stop there. Spread among two hundred million people,
day, realizing the good sense of continuing struggles between responsible biologists
that responsibility is mine - and yours - and may God
pronouncing
on
the
biological
expanding markets and arms liberals and conservatives might
aspects of religion and politics. have mercy on our souls.
·
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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Recognize Bargaining Agent
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·Lunar Samples on Display Dec~ 7

Monday, November 24,1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

NM Indian Education

U Faculty Members· Aid Moon Program
The public will get to share
some of the excitement of the
Apollo Astronauts when part of
the moon goes on public
exhibition at UNM Dec. 7.
Public showing will be from
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Center. Included will be a
color movie in Popejoy Hall
detailing the Apollo 11 mission,
color slides of closeups of
UNM's moon samples, the
moon dust and rock
themselves, and pictures of
cr.a ters and other geological
features of the moon's surface,
one rock,
The samples several polished thin sections of
rocks, and lunar dust - have
been undergoing intensive
testing during the past several
weeks by UNM geology
professor Klaus Keil. He is one
of fewer than 1 00 scientists in
this country investigating the
material and only one of about
seven in his special field.
Discover Clues
Keil and his associates hope
to discover clues to the origin
of the moon. Their findings
will be released Jan. 5 in
Houston when the 144 primary
investigators from throughout
the world gather to publish
results of their research.
• Keil's team will also
investigate material returned by
Apollo 12 and 13.
The samples scheduled for
exhibition vary considerably.
The lunar dust was part of the
first material scooped up by
the astronauts. It is loose,
resembles graphite, and has ·a
tendency to stick together as
though it were wet.
Throughout the material are
tiny glass-like "apherules," the
products of extreme heat. This
heat may have been caused by

meteorites impacting on the
moon's surface. Also in the
lunar du&t are tiny bits of
harder rock.
"Breccia" Display
The five-gram rock scheduled
for display is actually
"breccia." These types of rocks
are formed by compression of
lunar dust into crumbly stones.
Several "spherules" are
scattered throughout this type
of rock,
Polished thin sections on
display were prepared both by
NASA's Houston scientists and
by Keil and his group. They
are sections of igneous rock,
polished so thinly a person can
read a newspaper through
them. By placing a strong light
behind these sections and
viewing them through
sophisticated electronic
equipment Keil can see the
crystalline structure of the
moon material, By changing
regular light to polarized light,
the researcher can determine
what types of elements and
compounds the material
contains.
Working with Keil on this
and other Apollo projects are
Martin Prinz of Tufts
University, Kenneth Snetsinger
and Theodore Bunch, both of
NASA's Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, Calif., and
George Conrad, electron
microprobe technician.
Moon, Space Work
Keil's work is a part of
UNM's moon and space
research, The department of
physics and astronomy has
several on-going programs in
space-related research. The
College of Engineering is
studying ways to better
measure the type of terrain

Cycles West Presents

Jose Feliciano--ln Concert
Saturday Nite Dec. 6, 8:30PM

Civic Auditorium
All Seats Reserved 3.50, 4.50, 5.50
Available at These Locations

Cristy Records-Josephs Indian Shop
Dicks Record Shop-Reidling Music-Record Rendezvous

I

l

FAVRE-LEU SA
(Sa.y FAHVREH-LOUBAH)

space voyagers travel over, and
a School of Medicine researcher
has bee11 advising NASA ·on
how to reduce contamination
and how to improve qu1trantine
and sterilization procedures on
space probes.
Getting the lunar sample was
one problem - keeping possible
contamination to a minimum
another. John August Ulrich,
professor of Microbiology and
pathology in the UNM School
of Medicine, has been a
member of NASA's Spacecraft
Sterilization Advisory
Committee and is now a
member of the agency's
planetary Quarantine Advisoly
Committee.
"The Space Craft Committee
was concerned primarily with
our men and ships
contaminating the planets,"
Ulrich explains. "We weren't
concerned so much with the
moon, since it had been
contaminated by Surveyor and
other probes already."

German Architect
Will Give Spee~hr
Conduct Seminar

Art Chairman Quits Position
Van Deren Coke Will Remain as Faculty Member
maintainence of his own work
as a creative artist.
He has been chairman of
the art department five years,
and prior to that was director
of the UNM Art Museum. He
said the art faculty has
doubled, and the department
has added a doctorate degree
in art history, and a master of
fine arts degree.
"The art department
enrollment has increased five

Congressmen Ask Repeal
Of U.S. Detainment: Act:
WASHINGTON - (CPS) Twenty-six senators and 127
representatives have jointly
sponsored a proposal to repeal
Title II of the Internal Security
Act of 1950 which allows law
enforcement officials to
"preventatively detain"
individuals in the event of a
presidential declaration of an
''internal security emergency"
in the U.S.
According to Sen. Daniel
Inouye (D·Hawaii), it is
necessary to repeal Title II
now because, "Widespread
rumors have circulated
throughout our nation that the
federal government is r~adying
concentration camps to be
filled with those who hold
unpopular views and beliets."

The Internal Security Act of
1950, also called the McCarran
Act, gives the President the
power to declare an emergency
if (1) the U.S. were to be
invaded, (2) if Congress were
to declare war, or (3) if there
was an insurrection in the U.S.
in support of a foreign power.
Title II provides for the
detention of a person "if there
is reasonable ground to believe
that such a person will engage
in acts of sabotage or
espionage." If a person is
detained under Title II, he has
no right to a. t.rial, either by
judge or jury.
Sen, Hiram Fong (R·Hawaii)
called the provision "an ugly
symbol of totalitarianism."

)

Harpoon Waterproof Series-··-----·- from 89.50

something

special

times," he said. "We graduated
25 master of arts candidates
last year."
"Art on this campus is
nationally recognized and
students come here from
universities and colleges across
the country. Our graduate
students this year are from 60
different colleges and
universities from Boston 'to
California, and throughout the
midwest."
Often students of people
who studied here are likely to
come to do their own graduate
work, he said.
''We have had to use
teaching assistants in freshman
and sophomore classes because
of the lack of available funds
for instructional purposes,
Although the art department
has consistently enrolled a
greater percentage of students
than UNM as a whole, its
administrative funds fall far
behind," Coke s.aid.
He said the department has
grown most in three areas, art
history, photography, and
lithography, since his arrival.
"Under Garo Antresian the
lithography program has
attained national recognition, In
1962 we had no program," he
said.
"We now offer 12 courses
in photography, and film
making as well as the history
of photography, and of
cinematography, In 1962 we
had only one course offered
every other semester."
The art history faculty has
increased from one member to
seven mambers in that time,
Coke said.
Coke's current work includes
three major exhibitions
scheduled in the UNM Fine
Arts. Museum,
the
B.J.O,·Norfeldt Retrospective
Exhibition, a show dealing with
imagery in photographic
etchings and screen prints, and
a joint effort with Dr. Richard
Rudisill on the History of
Photography in the Southwest.
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Rough Rock Demonstration
S c h o o 1 on the Navajo
Reservation and now a graduate
student at UNM.
Kite will describe his unique
"Social Studies on Wheels"
project, a mobile museum
featuring
Navajo
prehistory
and history that visited ~II
·schools on the NavaJo
Reservation during the 1968-69
school year. The title of -his
color-slide lecture is "Teaching
the Complexities of Navajo
Culture to the Navajo Student:
Exploiting the Audio-Visual
Mediu~. ·:
. . "
Noms top1c 1s The Process
of Change in . •rr:'lditional
Cultures: Imphcatwns for
Teacher Pr~p~rat.ion."
.
On exh1b1t m the meetmg
room. will be the curriculum
mater1als - teachers' manuals,
student booklets, and visual
materials - developed by the
Navajo Social Studies Project.

kapy karner

jt!lt:f'lers ~

Old Town, Alb.

______ ___

New Mexico.
The exhibition will open
with a reception by Friends of
Art Dec, 1 from 8 to 10 p.m.
It will last through Jan. 4.
A second exhibition opening
the following Sunday, Dec. 7,
will include prints and drawings
from the 15th century into
this century from the Charles
Seeberger collection.

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

#2 Patio Market
....._

The annual faculty art show
at . UNM opens Dec. 1 in the
UNM Art Museum.
Works by members of the
art department faculty will
include drawings, photography,
paintings, sculpture, prints,
ceramics, and jewelry,
Included in the artists
represented are Bernard Cohen,
visiting professor from England
who will show a new
lithograph produced in UNM's
lithography workshop, and
Gerald Johnson, a new faculty
member and a sculptor and
painter.
Also represented will be two
professors emeriti of art: Ralph
Douglass, one of the leading
calligraphers in the country,
and Raymond Jonson, who
pioneered abstract painting in

STEWARDESS

La Pinata

"The Unusual as Usual"

At least in San Francisco the dirty old men admit their status
(as this photo from the San Francisco moratorium shows). Girls
can only hope he will confine his efforts to anti-war activities.

Conrad Roland, an architect
whose specialty is designing
suspended structures, will speak
in the Recital Hall Tuesday,
Nov. 25, at 8 p.m.
Roland will also conduct a
seminar that afternoon at 3 in
room 120 of the Architecture
Building.
Since 1962 he has been an
independent architect in Berlin
and has investigated suspended
structures. He has had close
contact and brief collaboration
with Frei Otto in Berlin, and
in 19 6 5 published a book
about Otto's work.
In 1967 he lectured in
England, the United States, and
Canada. This year he has
lectured in German architectural
schools and has developed a
prototype of new type
apartment buildings using
"spacenet construction" with
expandable living units
scheduled for execution in
Germany in 1970.

PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
Stimulating • Adventurous
·Glamorous •
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
9801 Oandalaria NE £911-5511

60colorsof
tissue paper
10% student
discount
mail order anywhere

. JEWELERS

6609 MENAUL BLvn:, N.E. ·
TEf:EPftONE 268-4~89
across Menaul trorn Coronado Center

New Mexico's interest in
improving Indian education will
be a prominent part of a
section meeting during the 49th
annual meeting of the National
Council for the Social Studies
Nov. 24-29 in Houston.
LeRoy Condie, director of
the Navajo Social Studies
Project at UNM will be
chairman of the section,
"Indian Children and the Social
S t u d i e s : a B i- cuI t u r a 1
Approach."
Miss Juanita Cata and Mrs.
James Wiley staff members of
the project,' will attend the
conference and assist at the
meeting.
Presentations will be given
by Alan Kite of the Museum
of New Me:l!:ico's Laboratory of
Anthropology and Robert
Norris a Navajo formerly a
memb~r of the 'staff at the

the University's Department of
Physics and Astronomy, is one
of several scientists who have
designed specialized
data-collecting experiments for
U.S. satellites. Working under a
NASA contract for more than
three years, Regener developed
a spectograph to survey
ultra-violet solar energy.
His device, now in orbit as
part of a multi-million dollar
satellite, is helping to measure
particle radiation, cosmic ,rays,
X-rays, airglow, aurora, and
atmospheric composition,

,I

Buying a cheap watch is like buying
a mule••••
When it comes time to service it1
You're out of luck. Think about it!

Topic of Conference

cloud slowly traveling toward
the sun. The light from- these
heated dust particles form the
Zodiacal Light, a phenomenon
observed and recorded by
historians throughout man's
history.
In electrical engineering
Ahmed Erteza · is re-creating a
space situation in a lab, testing
the validity of seve1•al years, of
theoretical research. His
experiments center on
conclusions reached about
telemetric methods of
measuring electro-magnetic
properties of inaccesible planets.
Space Package
He's also trying to develop a
Another member of the device which will enable man
physics faculty, Christopher to scan a landscape from
Leavitt, designed a space fast-moving aircraft and to
package now scanning the skies identify the composition of the
as part of the orbiting terrain as he goes by.
geophysical laboratory (OGL)
In Keil's field of geology
satellite, Leavitt's experiment is another scientist is studying the
an attempt to solve the I moon by studying New Mexico
mystery of neutrons in space terrain. Wolfgang Elston is
and to learn as much as comparing long-range
possible about nuclear particles photographs of the moon to
from the sun. So far NASA high-altitude pictures taken over
Earth Contamination
has financed his research with New Mexico, By comparing
But Ulrich and his more than a half·million similar geological formations
counterparts are now studying dollars.
Elston and his assistants hope
contamination of the earth by ,
Alan Peterson of physics is to find insight into the
returning space vehicles,
also observing solar radiation. formation of specific moon
Victor Regener, chairman of His work involves a huge dust features,

Chairman of the UNM Art
Department, Van Deren Coke
this weekend announced his
resignation of the chairmanship
effecti:ve June 1, 1970.
Coke will return to the
department as a faculty
member in photography next
fall after a summer research
tour in England.
Coke said in resigning, that
management of such a large
department was in conflict with
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(Editor's Note: The
following article is the last of
four dealing with the North
Central Accrediting Association's
· report of their visit to UNM
last spring.)

Huber Defends
University College
Against Report
Of NCA
'>

Team

I

there is no reduction in
teaching load or recm;npense in
salary," Huber said, .\ldding an
adviser in University College
usually sees 30-50 students in
two days.
Another problem · with the
By SUE MAJOR
system is lack of i:nterest on
the part of students.
The University College "has
"We stipulate there ought to
failed in the advising function," be at least three meetings a
according to the report of the semester between advisers and
North Central Association students, but less than 50 per
(NCA) team, but William cent even bother to pick up
Huber, dean of the University their mid-term grades," he said.
College, said the inadequate
Huber said a committee,
advisement procedures are a appointed by the academic vice
problem of the whole president and comprised of
University, and not only the faculty members from all the
University College.
UNM colleges, has been set up
Huber said he agreed with to study different systems of
the report's evaluation of advisement.
advisement "in substance," but
'
Change Goals
He said approximately 20
stressed advisement is not a
University College problem but percent of entering freshmen
a problem of all the UNM are uncertain about their field
of study, and 60-70 percent of
colleges.
"The University College a given class change their goal.
advisement system does not There is also a large turn-over
differ measurably from that in faculty advisers through
used in the degree-granting sabbatical leaves and other
colleges. We're not talking causes.
about the University College
"So it is unrealistic to have
but the basic system itself. Our one adviser for one or two or
system is exactly what you can more years," Huber said.
expect from a mandatory
"The Invisible Student," a
system in any large report published by the
institution," he said.
University College an;nd
Lack of Interest
• Counseling Center in May,
The University College 1969, stated in order "to close
director cannot chose the this 'open bottomed' system
college's faculty advisers and where students are free to
has no control over them, come and go with hardly any
although he can have them official acknowledgement, there
dismissed from advising by the must be more involvement with
dean of the college in which s t u d e n t s a t
cr u ciaI
they teach, Huber said.
decision-making stages , The
"F.or the academic adviser first of these points is

advisement in University
College, particularly for
freshmen."
Several Programs
"There have been many
studies done in the area of
formal advisement versus
student responsibility for
programming, one of the most
recent being a study by James
D. Recer for the University of
Oklahoma. Almost without
exception the results of these
studies have shown that
students assuming responsibility
for thair programs with
appropriate service& provided to
furnish advice and information,
result in fewer errors being
made by those who program
themselves than those seeing an
academic adviser, and
furthermore, there seems to be
for the majority a smaller
attrition rate, fewer program
changes after registration, and
no significant difference in
persons graduating between
those advised by a faculty
member and those who chose
to program themselves," Huber
said.
He said he was critical of
the NCA because it assumed
advisement was the only
function of the University
College.
"It's actually one of the
smallest," he said, explaining
that -among the University
College programs are the
Associate of Arts and the
Bachelor of University Studies
degrees, a professional level of
counseling for everyone, and
research on the University
system and student body
characteristics,

.
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U Opera Studio Will Present tMarriage of Figaro'
The UNM Opera Studio will
stage the second act of
Mozart's "Marriage of Figaro"
Dec. 12 at 4:30 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Center.
The hour·long production,
which is scheduled to coincide

with all-state music auditions at
UNM for high school students
in Albuquerque, will be open
to the public without charge,
The opera, which will be
sung in English, will appeal to
high school as well as college
students because of its theme:

Large Lunch at OKIE'S
Large Pizza • Large Piteher ol Beer

Combined Price $3.25
·~ ita~nr's
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HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN
The Natural Hair Grooming Concept
We Do Not Use Nets, laquers, Sprays,
Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
. . . . So When Your Through Playing
Games Call For An Appointment.

255-0166
5504 Central S.E. {I Blk. East of San Mateo)

A/C PRODUCfiONS PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

BLOOD SWEAT & TEARS
ALSO
TONY KOSENECLE GROUP

a confrontation with absolute
authority in which authority
loses.
Based on Play
It is based on the play
which was a major force in
bringing about the French
Revolution.
"Marriage of Figaro" is the
first traditional opera
performance under director
Thomas Philips. The Opera
Studio last spring presented the
contemporary opera "The Old
Maid and the Thief."
While it will be produced in
the Recital Hall only once,
Philips hopes to line up other
audiences. He is offering the
performance to Santa Fe Opera
Guilds throughout the state and
would also like to arrange a
tour to high schools.
"Chance to Perform
"What our budding
performers need is a chance to
perform, and to repeat the
same performance four or five
times," Philips says.
Audiences need not worry
about studying the opera
beforehand. Philips will give a
plot summary to bring them
up to the point of action.
Philips, who directed opera
in the Boston area before
coming to UNM a year ago,
had successful late afternoon
programs there, attracting
students and people who could
get away from work early, and
FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations & Tailoring

' I

'

..

Tuesday Special
4 Shirts for $1.00
1349 San Mateo S.E.
255-2700

avoiding the formality of the
evening, he said.
Actors
Susanna, the countess' maid,
and Figaro, the count's valet,
will be played by Shari Lewis,
soprano, and Robert Spackeen,
baritone, both sophomores from
Albuquerque. Both were in
"The Old Maid and the Thief,"
and the pair recently sang
excerpts from "Marriage of
Figaro" at the annual meeting
of the Albuquerque Chapter of
the Santa Fe Opera Guild.

Student Bar Fu.nds
Will Remain Intact
The first legal opm10n
involving ASUNM financing of
graduate student organizations
after the formation of the
Graduate Student Association
(GSA) was handed down
Tuesday by ASUNM Attorney
General Barney Paternoster.
Paternoster ruled funds given
an organization in the 1969-70
budget drawn up last spring
should not be withdrawn, based
on the case of the Student Bar
Association.
ASUNM had allocated $705
for Student Bar Association
participation in a regional moot
court competition.
ASUNM president Ron Curry
requested the opinion, asking
what the effective cut·off date
for ASUNM funding of
graduate organizations would
be.
The budget appropriation
last year had carried the
stipulation that the funds
would revert back to the
ASUNM , Reserve f'und in the
event the Student Bar
Associati9n withdrew from
ASUNM.
"Apparently this was the
only organization with that

Hall s Studio
1

and Can1era Center
Portraits • Commercial • Weddings
TICKETS
$1MO
$3.50
'$4.50
$5.5'0

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
WEDNESDAY
NOV. 26, 8:00 PM

ON SALE AT
RECORD RENDEZVOUS
RIEDLINGS DOWNTOWN
CRISTY RECORDS

Fraternity • Sorority
1505B Wyoming N.E.
'

Albuquerque, N.M. 87110

They starred as Maria and
Tony in "West Side Story."
Cherubine, an adolescent
page, will be sung by soprano
Cecelia Whitlow and the
drunken gardener, Antonio, by
David Loy. They are
Albuquerque sophomores.
Marcellina, housekeeper for
the Almaviras, will be played
by a Los Alamos graduate
student, alto Norman Bekowies.
Robert Vega, a tenor and a
graduate student from Socorro,
will play Don Basilio.

Phone 299-2474
Closed Mondays

budget stipulation," said
Paternoster.
Paternoster ruled "it is
incumbent upon the ASUNM
to provide the stipulated funds
for the Student Bar
Association • . . even after the
separation has taken place,"
but that any further
appropriation be made through
"proper legislative
appropriations until such time
as they can function
sufficiently under the new fee
structure."
·"The SBA needs funds only
in the first semester and we
were not sure there would be
enough from the graduate
student organization they would
be affiliated with," he said,.
"It is up in the air if SBA
will be getting money from the
graduate Student Association,"
said John Kulikowski, vice
president of the Student Bar
Association,
"ASUNM is our only regular
source of money aside from a
mandatory assessment, Once in
a while we can draw on
private resources," he said.
The ruling is based on the
Regents approval of the GSA
structure with the reservation
that "the ASUNM budget for
1969·70. not be adversely
affected by the creation of a
separate graduate student
government."
A bill ill now being
considered by the ASUNM
Senate Finance CommittM
requesting ·$1200 for financing
of the SBA entry in the
national moot court
competition in December,
, "The ruling might affect our
goiug Lo national, I really
couldn't say at this point "
Kulikowski said.
'

6·7 Dave Seidler .
and junior Willie Long
.
also 6·7, raise a basketball towards the
basket. Seidler, a native of Richardson, Tex., will
help lead the UNM freshmen against the Willie
Long·led varsity Tuesday night at the Arena.
Student tickets are available for a dollar at the
Johnson Gym ticket office or at the door
Tuesday evening.

Lobo l-lamburgers Crush
l-lapless Circuit Breakers
The Lobo Hamburgers
savagely crushed KUNM's
Circuit Breakers everywhere but
on the scoreboard Sunday
afternoon.
The game, which wound up
in a 0-0 deadlock, was a tense
defensive struggle all the way
with the Lobo offense never
really rolling while the KUNM
offense was throttled time and
time again by the hungry
Hamburger defense,
The Lobo gl)ys were led by
quarterback Wayne (Snacks)
Ciddio who completely
bewildered the KUNM defense
as he led the awesome
Hamburger scoring machinl'.
The HamhurgPrll WPre heavily
out-numbered and heavily
outweighed by the Circuit
Breakers but they valiantly
out·played the KUNMers.
The deepest penetration . by
either team was by KUNM
when the disc jocks got down
to the Hamburger 8-yard line
just before halftime. A
tremendous goal-line stand by
the Hamburgers belittled the
Radio guys, though.

Need Glasses?
Prescriptions filled-Repair service
-free Glasses AdlustmentComplete 'Assortment of frames
~llled

to·Your Prescription

The final time the
Hamburgers had the ball, they
put on a great rally but time
ran out with the Hamburgers
still in possession on their own
18-yard line.
Once the Disc Jocks recover
from their injuries, the
Hamburgers are more than
willing to take them on again
in two weeks. Hopefully, the
KUNMers have already learned
their lesson when it comes to
scheduling better teams.

Football season is over now
and for the first time in many
years New Mexico fans will be
looking forward to next season.
The Lobos took a thrilling
24-21 victory over arch-rival
New Mexico State ' when the
offensive unit demonstrated
perfect execution of the
all-important "two minute
offense."
With the Lobos down by
four points and the Aggies
about to score an insurance
touchdown, things looked bleak
with only 1:30 left in the
game. But an Aggie fumble and
a costly penalty gave the
Lobos a faint glimmer of liope.
Thirty-nine seconds later Sam
Scarber crashed over the goal
and the Lobos had won their
fourth game of the season - a
season which was predicted to
be a total disaster.
Memorable Last Game
John Stewart played his last
game of collegiate football and
made it a memorable one.
Stewart caught four Rocky
Long passes good for 69 yards
in the Lobos final desperation
drive. Dave Bookert also had a
fine performance with over 100
yards rushing.
Ron "Po" James, voted the
outstanding player of the game
near the conclusion, turned
into the goat as he fumbled
near the New Mexico goal to
set up the winning drive.
The Aggies took a seven
point lead to the locker room
at halftime and were not able
to score after intermission. It
appeared their 21 points would
hold up until Long and

Intramural
Basketball
ALVARADO 32, NAVAJO 30
Hnlitimc: Alvarado 16, Navajo 15
High Scorers: Alvarndo-J<!hrt Wore""tcr 13, Charles Cortez 10.
TONIGHT'S SCHEDULE

Court N<1.
Court No.
Court No.
Court No.

G:4G

1-0natc ""· Cbimnyo
2-Pucblo vs. Tewn
3-Mcsenlero vs. Nnvo.,io
4-Aivnrndo vs. Santa Clara

Country Barn
Barn Burger Special
Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

Only

39c
'

Two Patties of Beef; Lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
with a Special Country Barn Sauce

f>rescriptron Sunglasses
24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

CASj:Y
OPTICAL
.Um Door to

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We111 Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340.

....ys ll•xalll>rug Store

~

25$-6329 .

-4312 LomaJ NE

Stewart played their hero roles
in the closing minutes.
Joe Hartshorne sliced the
Aggie lead to four points in
the thir.d quarter with a
booming 38-yard field goal.
Hartshorne's boot and his three
successful extra points gave him
the school record for points
scored by a kicker in a single
season - 43.
By beating the Aggies the
Lobos will carry a two-game
winning streak over to the fall.
The young team will only lose
six seniors a11d a winning
season in 1970 will be the
expectation of many former
victory-starved football fans.
The Aggies saw their record
dip to 4-5 and they will meet
Colorado State next week to
end their season.
The game's statistics were
virtually even. The difference in
the total yards category gave

WEDEL'YN

sk1 dorm
8 mi. from Taos Ski Valley

rates: $2.00 witlt sleeping bag
S-1.00 for bed

meals <t trans. to (r from slopes
available
P.O. BOX 121 Arroyo Scco, N.M

Phone (505) 776·29\l4

the Lobos a mere 15
advantage - 418 to 403.

yard

TRADITION ...
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TUXEDO RENTAL
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Trousers
$6.50

Complete
Outfit
$10

FIRST and GOLD
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2
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1
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2914 Central S.E,
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Recruiting U·

Recruiters representing the following
eompnnies or agencies will visit the Center
to interview candidates for positions:

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIII\IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIUIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII\IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Monday, December 1
Naval Fleet Missile Systems Analysis and
Evaluation Group';-EE, Physics (BS, MS)
Math.(Stat. (BS, MS, PI)D)
The University f Chicego Graduate
Sohool-Beeking g~·duates as possible candidates for their
ur Graduate Divisions
of Social Set, Hu anities, Biological Sci·
enees, an4 PhYsical Sci., or School of Medicine~

Tuesday, December 2
General Motors Corp~tration-ME, EE, Ind.
Engin., ChE (llS, MS), Math, Acetg,, Industrial Management
United States Civil Service CommissionAll majors and degree levels-This Is Not
A Recruiting Sehed.ul~No Sign-ups Necessazy-It Is An Opportunity To Have Questions Answered. Concerning Any Phase Of
Government (F e de r a I) EmploymentWhere And How To Obtain Jobs Etc.
Wednesday, December 3
,
General Motors Corporation-ME, EE,
Ind. Engin,, ChE (BS, MS), Math, Acctg,,
Industrial Management.
Western Union Telegraph CompanyBS(MS EE, BS ME, IE, BS(MS Math/
Computer Sci., BS Applied Physic:o/Engin.,
Physics, BBA Acctg., Bus. Admm., Mar·
keting Ind. Mgmt, Econ/Stat., and MBA
in Acc'tg., Bus. Admin •• Marketing, Opera.·
tiona Res., Indwtrial Mgmt., MS in Econ.,
and Stat. Personnel Admin. . .
•.
Publie Service Company of New Mexico
-EE (BS), Accounting (BBA), Industrial
Management (BBA)
Thursday, December 4
Navajo Refining Company-ME, ChE
(BS)
.
Public Service ComPany of New Mex1co
-EE (BS), Accounting (BBA), Industrial
Management (BBA)
·
University of California, Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory-Physics, Math., EE
ME, ChE, Nuc.E (BS, MS, PhD)
Friday, December D
U.S. Department of the I~terior, O!fice
oC Survey and Review, A.ud1t. Opera~1ons
BBA-Accounting, or maJor m Busmess
which is supplemented by at lesst 24 semester hours in accounting & auditing, also
MBA in Aceounting
University of Californin, Los Alamos
Scientitie Laboratory-Physics, Math., EE
ME, ChE, NucE. (BS, .MS, PhD)
Tuesday, December 9
Moore Business Forms-Business Admin·
istrntion, Liberal Arts, Aecounting
Wednesday, December 10
Atlantic Richfield, Hanford DivisionChemi.stzy, ChE (BS, MS), ME (BSl
Battelle Northwest-Metallurgy, Chern,
Physies, ME, EE, ChE, Nuc.E (BS, MS)
Honeywell, Ine-EE ME (BS, MS, PhD)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
Geology, Acctg. (Bachelor • Levell CO"'!P·
Sci.. EE, ME, Math., Phya](~.s, Econ, Ltberal Arts, Pol. Sci., Foreign Area Programs,
Foreign Language (BS, MS, PhD), Psy.
chology (Php's anly) MBA's

Thursday, December 11
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-ChE, CE, EE,
ME, Mnth./Stat., Physics, Chern., (Analytical, Physical, Inorganic)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
Geology, Accounting (Baohelor level) Com,
Sci., EE, ME, Math., Physics, Econ., Liberal ArtS, Pol. Sci., Foreign Area Programs,
Foreign Language (BS, MS, PhD), Psychology (PhD's only) MBA's
. '£he Northwestern Mutual Life lnsuraruJe
Company-Murketinsr, Management, Gen.
Business, Econ., Fin., Acctg., Liberal Arts,
Graduate Business, Law, Insurance
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory-EE,
Physics (BS, MS)
Friday, December 12
Lever Brothers-Marketing, Business Ad ..
ministration (BA)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
Geology, Accounting
(Bacbelof level)·
Camp. Sci,, EE, ME, Math., Physies, Eoon.,
Liberal Arts, Pol. Sci., Foreign Area Programs, Foreign Languyage (BS, MS,
PhD). Psychology (PhD's only) MBA's
Wilson & Company, Inc.-BUsiness Ad·
min,. Liberal Arts, Education (BS. BA, &
MS)
Monday, Deeember 15
Yale Law School-Mr. James L. Phelan
wants to- interview students interested in
the study of law at Yale Law School.
Burroughs Wellcome & Co,-Bus Admin.,
I.iberal Arts, Seience, Pharmacy
Monday, January 12
United States Air Force Rec~iting, Officers Training Program-All maJors
The Hartford Insurance Group-Business
Administration, Liberal Arts
Tuesday, Januazy 13
United States Air Force Recruiting, Officers Training Program-AU majors
Argonne National Laboratory-Chem.,
Math, Physics, Nuc.E, ME, ChE, EE (BS,
MS, PhD)
Pan American World Airways-All majora fo" full-time International Flight
Stewardesses
Wednesday, December 3
Lubbock Public Schools, Lubbock, Texss
-All Levels
Thursday, December 4
Alamogordo PubUc Scbools, Alamogordo,
New Mexico-Elem, H.S. Math, Spec. Ed.,
Reading, Ind. Arts
Friday, December 12
Lo.nenster School District, LnncMter,
California-All Levels
Wednesday, Thursday. and Friday,
Januazy 14,15, and 16, 1970
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
Albuquerque Publio Schools, Albuquerque,
Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque,
IN.M.-AII Levels
N.M.-AII Levels
N.M.-i\.11 Levels
I
Thursday, January 15,1970
' Public Schools of the District of Columbia, Wssh., D.C.-AII Levels

I

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mall.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number
Albuqu~rquc, N.M, 87IDG
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment muot be made In full prior to Insertion ot advertisement.

or

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pa.nts,
Fringe .rackets, Fringe Vesb!, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.
SENIOR-Be sure and have your cla!!s
picture taken for the Mirage, No charge
-three poses, three prinb!. Call 2775743 to schedule it at your convenience.
NEED A RIDE HOME tor the Christmas
holidays? Find one with the Lobo Classified Ada.
FRATERNIT!ES-pay your debta to the

1969 660 BSA FffiEBIRD SCRAMBLER.
Perfect, much chrome. 255-8302 evenings. 11/24
SALESMAN'S SAMPLE SALES: famouo
brand shirts, sweaters, wbolesale prices.
3201 Montclair NE. 344-0292. 11/24
TAKE OVER payments. Assume low
monthly payments of $16.60 on new
Alderette sewing machine. Call 265-6123
from 9 to 5. 11/24
1956 MERCURY, blue/white, excellent condition, good transportation. $225.00. 2680962. 11/26
GIBSON LES PAUL gnitar-$400. Twin
reverb. amp, and external speaker-$650,
296-7897. 11/26
.

Mirage or your name and amount of
debt will be published soon in the Lobo.

1968 OLDS V-8, two door, excellent condi·
tlon, stereo, $2360. Call 277-6950. 11/24

SENIOR-Be sure to have your cla!!s picture taken for the Mirage. No oharg~
three JJOBes, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule,

TR-3 1962-radio, heater, new interior,
new transmission. $715. Days-299-9923,
eveninga-282-3138. 12/1

WANTED: dates for 6th Dimension !or
penniless females. Call 277-2254 or 2774788. 11/26
HAVADOHNUT-Monday nights at all
the dorms fresh doughnuts on sale, lOc,
by the women's ewirnming team. Look
for them, they'D be there.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: REWARD-prescription sunglasses,
rounof/ tortoise frames, 277-3860 a(l<!r
11: 00 p.m. 11/24

3)

SERVICES

WILL TYPE. Call 299-9157 after 5 :30
weekdays; ali day weekends. 11/24
FOUND: At Univ. Stadium a 1969 class
ring from DeWitt Clinton H.s. Owner
rnay claim by contacting Coach Hackett
at Johnson Gym.
TOM'S MAIL SERVICE. Rea.!!annble rates.
277-2679. 11/24

BLACK PERSIAN LAMB ohort coat. In
good condition. Inquire at 242-1557.
i962 GALAXIE 500. Automatic, air cond.,
power brakes, power steering. $250. Call
344·8821. 11/124

6)

F'ORSALE

20B USED TV's, all styles. Save today,
441 Wyomlng NE, 255-5987. 11/27

ONE LARGE drawing board with ha.ndle
and dip, $2~ two small wooden cases;
$1.50 each: two Wilson Jack Krnmer
tennis rackets--$15 and $10; Qne Wilson
aluminUm frame racket, $30. All tournament rackets strung with gnt. Call dally
after 9 p.m. or all day weekend•• 265•

Newman Forum
UNM President Ferrel Heady
will 11peak on "Opportunities in
Education Pertaining to
University Administration and
Curriculum" at the Aquinas
Newman Center Tuesday.
Heady's lecture is one of a
series sponsored by the
Newman Forum.
The lecture will begin at 8
p.m. at the Newman Center
and is open to the public fre~
of charge.

Nurses

pubiic and is free of charg~.
Profess or Latortue 1s a
widely known author and
writer, with works written and
published in both French and
English. He received his
doctorate in Studies of Political
Economy from the University
of Paris in 1958, and a
terminal degree in Economic
Development from the Institut
d 'etude de Development
Economique in Paris in 1960.

Four students from UNM
College of Nursing have been
· named winners of psychiatric
. nursing stipends from National
Institute of Mental Health.
Senior class winner is Helen
Ann Nance, with Marjorie
Helen Buck and Dianne Green
as junior winners. The fourth
winner is Margaret Ann Powell,
now attending graduate school
. at University of Cincinnati.
· The award includes tuition,
fees and a monthly stipend.
Winners must agree to enroll in
a graduate school and work
toward a master's degree in
psychiatric nUrsing after
graduation from UNM.

Fine

PICTURE
FRAMING
Hundreds of
PRINTS
Photo Fratnes
New Mexico's Largest

LANGE.LL'S

MISCELLANEOUS

Heady
Jewish Series
The third lecture in the
Experiment in Jewish Learning
series will be given Nov. 30 by
Mrs. Zena Harman, newly
elected representative to the
Israeli parliament.
Mrs. Harmon's topic will be
"The City of Tomorrow:
Planning for Children and
Youth as It Affects World
Jewry." She has served as head
of the Children's Department in
the Social Welfare Section of
Jerusalem Municipality, and
chairman of the Executive
Board of UNICEF.
The lecture is free and open
to public, and will be given in
the Antrhopology Lecture Hall
at 8:15 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 30.
A question and answer period
will follow the lecture.

Haiti, its problems, its
economy, and its dictatorship
will be discussed in the third
lecture in the current Latin
American Series at UNM.
Dr. Gerard Latortue,
chairman of the economics
department
at
the
Inter-American University of
Puerto Rico, will speak on
"Political and Economical
Situation of Today's Haiti" on
Monday evening, Dec. 1, at 8
p.m. in the Theatre of the
Union.
The lecture is open to the

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

Foreign Car
Specialists

Welcome Lobos

Law Speakers
The University of New
Mexico Law School Speaker's
Group will furnish law students
to speak to clubs, colleges,
public schools, and other
groups, usually at no charge.
Topics available include "The
Legal Profession," dealing with
law and lawyers, "Pre-Law
Education," aimed at those
planning to study law, "Bill of
Rights," "Contracts and
Com mercia! Transactions,"

For All Your Car

Care Needs
Visit
JOHN'S DEEP ROCK

Latortue

SE~VICE

RENT-A-TV
$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Dep06it
Lower Monthlv Rate

501 Yale S.E.

(Just 5 blks. South
of Cenlral)

Buck's 21'lc 5 ~entals

Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

Color Available

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

DANCE CLASSES starting Nov. 24 at 525
Wellesley SE. Can 256·0141. 11/24

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneol(s

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

every Wed. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Cenlral At University

Dune Buggy Bodies
VW Parts-All Accessories
RODGERS & CO. INC.
2615 Isleta 13lvd. SW

5:!50 lo~as Blvd. NE

Phone 877-1034

Ex-Black Marketeer
Will Lecture Tonight
•
On Vice 1n Vietnam

..
ENCLOSED $•------

..

PLACED BY _____________

No. 51

A man who claims he spent his $50,000
profit from the Vietnamese money black
market for a one-man investigation of
profiteering and corruption in Vietnam will
speak tonight at 8 in the Union Ballr.oom.
Cornelius Hawkridge, 42, is a native
Hungarian who went to Vietnam in 1966 as a
consultant to a U.S. foundation working in
the war refugee program. According to a
recent Life magazine article, "Hawkridge spent
the better part of a year and a half trying to
get someone in authority to listen to what he
had learned about the Vietnamese black
market."
Told to 'Shut Up'
In testimony before the Senate's Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations in March of
this year, Hawkridge said, "I was outraged by
what I saw in Vietnam - the corruption, the
filth, the thievery, the profiteering on other
people's misery. But when I reported what
was happening, I was told to shut up, to quit
being a troublemaker."
Hawkridge was first introduced to the black
market when he went shopping while stationed
at Quinhon, the site of a number of refugee
camps, a major port on the South China Sea
and the base of a South Korean combat
division,
"Out shopping one day," Life magazine
reports, "he walked into a block-size area
where hundreds of stalls were filled with U.S.
military goods - clothing, blankets, weapons,
ammunition, medicines, C-rations."
"Incensed, he went to the senior U.S.
military adviser in Quinhon. He just sighed
and said, 'Mr. Hawkridge, the truth is, there's

simply not very much we can do about it,'"
Letters Unanswered
Hawkridge says he subsequently wrote
letters to General William Westmoreland, (then
commander of U.S. forces in Vietnam)
military . intelligence, and the U.S. Agency for
International Development. But he received no
answers to any of the letters.
Hawkridge says he was introduced to one
of the biggest money changers in Quihnon a Vietnamese peasant woman - and traded
her $200 in U.S. currency for $305 worth dl.'
military payment certificates,
"Three times in the next two weeks,"Life
reports, "Hawkridge changed currency with the
woman. In the third transaction, he gave her
$2000 for $3800 in military payment
certificates."
Profit Potential
The black market exists in Vietnam, as it
does elsewhere in the world, because there i~;
a difference ·between what the government
says its money is worth and what it is really
worth what it will buy on the open
market. Within that spread lies the potential
for profit, Life magazine said.
Hawkridge claims he saw Americans,
Koreans, and Vietnamese involved in the theft
of U.S. cargo, but says he was given the
runaround by the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA), military intelligence, and the military
command.
Hawkridge's speech is part of the ASUNM
Speakers' Series. Students will be admitted to
the speech with their student identification
cards. Admission for the general public is
$1.50.

Aid, Key to Many Applicants

Project Aims Students at U
By SARAH LAIDLAW

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

6548.

TAKE OVER payments: 100 watt "circle
o£ sound" $tereo/rndto, AM/FM stereo
with Garrard turn table and compon~nt
air suspension speakers. $18.00 montllly.
Call 26~-5123 from 9 to 5. 11/24

Tuesday, November25, 1969

(Editor's note: This is the
first of a two-part series
concerning student aid and
problems in getting lower
economic area students to
attend the University,)

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars
Ov~ 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

TURKEY STOMP (Parade and Dance),
Monday, Nov. 24. Trilogy (Band).
Union Ballroom, UNM. 50 cents per
person. Costumes welcome. 11/24

10¢ BEER

Vol. 73

2510 Central S.E.
Across from Johnson Gym

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

OKIE'S

MEXICO

Haitian Lecture

SOPHOMORE THROUGH GRADUATE
STUDENTs-Part-time P06ition avallable as a manager for on-campus advertising, market research, and sales pro•
moticm program. Liberal fees will provide a steady income all yenr. I! inter·
ested call collect 801·399-9723. (Ogden,
Utah 84403). 11/24

7)

which may be adjusted to suit
audience ·interest, "The New
Mexico Court System," and
"Selective Service Laws." Talks
on other subjects may be
arranged,
Interested persons may
contact Raymond Sawyer,
director of the Institute of
Public Law and Services, UNM
School of Law. telephone
277-3120.

EMPLOYMENT

TYPING SERVICE, Term papers, manuscripts, thesis~ _ e_te. Experienced~ Doris
Jackson, 296·2548. 12/2

.5)

I

Campus Briefs

Director of Student Aids
Charles J. Sheehan said recently
that the ASUNM sponsored
storefront project may direct
more students toward schooling
at UNM, and University
sponsored aid.
The storefront project was
recently granted $3000 in
operating expenses by the
ASUNM Senate. The storefront
project will work with
counselors from the Model
Cities area schools, the
Albuquerque Public Schools,
students from the University,
and personnel from the Model
Cities program.
Qualified Youths
The project "will identify
qualified youths with acute
financial need who arc either
unmotivated or inadequately
informed about the
opportunities available for
higher education; will stimulate
motivation by providing
information about existing
financial and educational
opportunities for postsecondary
education, and will provide
individual guidance, counseling,
admissions interviews, and
follow-up assistance," said an
informative paper drawn up

about the storefront project.
Sheehan said many of the
students in the Model Cities
area need money before they
can go on to college. He said
students in that area feel they
don't have a chance, or a slim
chance, to obtain aid from the
University or other sources.
He said many students from
lower economic areas "think
they don't have a chance" at
the University "because no one
has paid any attention to
them" throughout their lives.
Not Motivated
Sheehan said many students
from the Model Cities area and
other lower economic areas feel
they are not eligible for aid, or
are not motivated to go on to
higher education,
The storefront program will
also identify students who are
eligible for college, and eligible
for aid.
He said the Educational
Opportunities grants also help
students in the Model Cities
area.
Sheehan said the New
Mexico Talent Search, based in
Las Vegas, N.M., also identifies
some students for student aid,
and directs them toward the
University and other state
schools,
Helps Students
Sheehan said the Student
Aids office helps as many
students as possible. "If people
are eligible, we'll find money
for them," he said, The
University this year has

dispersed a total of
$2,491,614.62 in aid.
Numerically, 6091 students
have been helped by the
Student Aids office, Sheehan
said some of the students are
under one or more types of
benefit, so in reality less than
6091 students have been
helped.
Sheehan said one of the
greatest areas where help is
needed is Albuquerque High
School. Proportionally, said
Sheehan, fewer students from
Albuquerque High School
attend UNM than any other
Albuquerque area high school.
Don't Know About Aid
He said many students at
Albuquerque High do not know
about aid available to them. He
said out of a graduating class
of 500 at Albuquerque High
last year, 44 students applied
for aid. Some were Upward
Bound program students, 13
others did not complete their
applications for admission or
aid, and 13 students were not
admissable to the University,
Seventeen students in total
were turned down for aid,
Sheehan said those students
who did not complete their
applications initially were
contacted to complete their
forms.
Out of a graduating class of
440 at Rio Grande High
School, Sheehan said 41 made
applicatloll for aid. Out o{ a
graduating class of 605 at Del
Norte, 58 students applied fol'
aid, he said.

Summary of All Financial Aid
(Courtesy of Student Aids Office
Program~ Title

Number of Students

UNM and sponsored
scholarship program

1181

$343,215.46

Educational Ipportunity
Grants

558

$283,760.00

National Defense
Student loans

992

$462,072.00

Nursing student loan
program

35

$13,300.00

Cuban loan program

32

$13,325.00

Federally insured loan
program

884

$505,820.00

College work-study
program

921

$443,341.00

Short-term loan
program

616

$42,349.41

Educational funds incorporated

128

$128,951.75''

Miscellaneous Accounts
requiring dispersement
by Student Aids

107

$98,270.00

637
6091

$157,210.00
$2,491,614.62

Deferred tuition notes
Total

B~F l-lears Request From State's U's
UNM, with the other six state
un iversi tics, concluded presentation of
budget requests for .1970-71 $10 million
higher than last year's requests before the
state Board of Educational Finance (BEF)
Saturday.
The Board, which will make its final
recommendation ort state funding in early
December, reqomrilends a hike of ot1ly $4
million.
.
The seven institutions have requested
state monies totalling $38.422 million for
education and general purposes from state
general fund appropriations. Total
expenditure for . the 'universities Was
estimated lit $48.484 million.
Proposed expenditures for the 1970·71

year were estimated by the BEF
professional start to be $43.208 million,
with $32.299 to come from the general
fund. The remainder will come from tuition
and fees.
Thil discrilpancy betweeit the Board's and
the institutions' estimates was due primarily
to varying recommendations fo1· salary hikes·
for both faculty and staff personnel.
The institutions are seeking faculty salary
raises averaging 10 percent, and staff salary
raises averaging 15 percent.
The BEF figures . recommend a six
percent increase at UNM and New Mexico
State, and seven percent inctease at the
other universities, and allows only a 10
percent increase for non-profesoional staff.

---"---------------~~~,----

Ferrel Heady, UNM president, said
salaries for staff personnel at UNM are
"about 15 percent" lower than the average
for similar jobs in the Albuquerque area.
"By next July UNM will be about 19 to
20 percent below the community average,"
he said.
Last year UNM faculty members received
salary increases of approximately 4.5
percent, and UNM staff members received
increases of about 7.5 percent in the
1969·70 appropriations.
The requests from the general fund are
used to finance ndministration of the
institutions, instructional coata, phyGical
p,lant operation and maintenance, and
libraries.
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..

